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The derivation of  the induction or Debye-Faikenhagen ffect has been carded out in the past both 
for a purely classical system and for a system in the quantum limit. In both cases the same equation 
was the result. An explanation of this fact is given in terms of statistical thermodynamics. The London 
interaction between two chains of  four coupled oscillators is discussed. There is a nonadditivity effect, 
which amounts  to -+ 10%. The role of asperities on fiat surfaces i  discussed with respect to the attraction 
between two flat plates. It is shown that this role is significant when the linear dimensions of  these 
asperities are 10-20% or more of  the interplate distance. The results of  the three first notes are 
discussed in a separate section on nonadditivity and adhesion. Attention is drawn to the fact that 
Newton was really the first to discuss a "London" type of  force-distance law and that he arrived at 
correct results regarding the attraction between macroscopic bodies. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
These notes have emerged from discus- 
sions of the role played by van der Waals 
forces in theories concerning adhesion and 
in the DLVO theory (1). The notes are of an 
introductory nature. Nevertheless they may 
contribute to solutions of the complicated 
problems from which they arise. Possible 
directions toward such solutions are given in 
the book by Mahanty and Ninham (2). 
Three different types of van der Waals at- 
traction forces are known: first, the attraction 
between two polar molecules (Keesom), sec- 
ond, the attraction between a polar molecule 
and a nonpolar molecule (induction effect, 
Debye-Falkenhagen), and third, the attrac- 
tion between two nonpolar molecules (dis- 
persion forces, London). We shall only deal 
with the latter two types of attraction. 
The first "note" deals with the induction 
effect and with the reason why it is a tem- 
perature-independent effect. In the second 
note the attraction between two chains of 
four atoms is discussed. An elementary linear 
transformation f the coordinates of the at- 
oms is presented. This transformation vis- 
ualizes the emergence of an energy "band" 
as found in solids. It also visualizes the non- 
additivity effect, i.e., the deviation from the 
result, which would be obtained on the basis 
of the assumption of a pairwise interaction. 
In the third note a derivation is given of the 
law of attraction between a cone and a flat 
plate. This case is relevant o the problem 
that arises when the attraction is considered 
between roughened surfaces or surfaces which 
have asperities on them, the asperities being 
regarded as cone shaped. After summarizing 
the results of these notes in a separate section, 
the fourth note deals with an attraction law 
considered by Newton, in which the force 
between two mass-points (distance R) is pro- 
portional to R-", where n > 4. Newton ob- 
tained results imilar to those of de Boer (3) 
and Hamaker (4). 
2. THE INDUCTION EFFECT 
The free energy of attraction between a 
freely rotating dipole (particle 1) with a di- 
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pole moment Px, and an atom or molecule 
(particle 2), which is merely characterized by
a polarizability or2, is given by: 
a2P21 
ED-F  = R6 . [1] 
This is the Debye-Falkenhagen, or induction 
effect (5, 6). The term "induction" refers to 
the original derivation by Debye (5); we shall 
only use it in Section 5. It has been shown 
that Eq. [ 1 ] is obtained both via a quantum- 
mechanical (7) and a purely classical (5, 8) 
route, i.e., Eq. [1] is true both at the low- 
temperature and at the high-temperature 
limit. In this respect the behavior of two in- 
teraction atoms, characterized by polariz- 
abilities a l and a2, is different. Here, as is of 
course widely known, the free energy of in- 
teraction does not depend on temperature at 
the low-temperature limit, whereas this free 
energy is linearly proportional to the tem- 
perature at the (classical) high-temperature 
limit. In the latter case the energy of inter- 
action (not the free energy of interaction) is
well known to be zero. 
There is no temperature gion in which 
the induction effect differs from the one de- 
scribed above. The best way to show this is 
to note that Eq. [ 1 ] is the result of the inter- 
action between a dipole and a three-dimen- 
sional harmonic oscillator which serves as a 
model for the second particle, and to find the 
partition function Q of this system. This par- 
tition function must be compared with Q0, 
the partition function in the absence of the 
interaction. The free energy of the interaction 
is then given by 
Q 
Fint = -kT  In ~-6. [21 
In order to find expressions for Q and Q0, 
consider the Hamiltonian function: 
H = H ° + H' [3] 
in which H ° is the sum of the Hamiltonian 
functions for a dipole and for a three-dimen- 
sional harmonic oscillator whereas H' rep- 
resents the interaction. We are only inter- 
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H' ep~ [2zcos01 
- (x sin q~l + Y cos 4h) sin 0d [4] 
where x, y, and z are the coordinates of the 
three-dimensional harmonic oscillator and 
e the charge of the oscillating mass, the elec- 
tron. The distance R between dipole and os- 
cillator is large compared with the dimen- 
sions of these particles and the direction of 
the line connecting them is chosen as the z 
direction. The direction of the dipole makes 
an angle 01 with the z direction. These two 
directions, intersecting lines, are enclosed in 
a plane, which has an angle 4~1 with the y, z 
plane. Having placed the dipole in a fixed 
position we focus attention on the eigenval- 
ues of the harmonic oscillator and the effect 
of H' upon these igenvalues. First-order per- 
turbation theory leads to a zero contribution 
of the first-order energy term 
E" = H'~n = f ~*H'd/ndr = 0 [5] 
where ~kn and if* are the wave function and 
its complex conjugate of an unperturbed os- 
cillator and n is a quantum number, The in- 
tegration is over cartesian space. 
Second-order perturbation theory gives: 
k-~n z.lrl Lr t  
l l  nkla kn 
En -- E°n + "7 E ° -- E °" t61 
For each of the three dimensions one has: 
1 
E° = (n + ~)hw2 [7] 
where h = h/2~r and h is the Planck constant; 
o02 is the frequency. For H'k one has: 
epl [2Znk COS 01 H'.k = 
- (Xnk sin Oa + Ynk COS t~l ) sin 011. [8] 
It is well known that nonzero values are 0nly 
obtained fo rk= n -  1 andk= n+ 1 and 
that mixed terms (e.g., XnkYkn) vanish. There- 
fore, for each coordinate, the summation of 
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Eq. [6] reduces to two terms, one positive 
and one negative. 
With 
F( .+ ' 
x . . .+ ,  = L -2-mw-22 "-I " 
x,,,_~ ~,2--~2! [9] 
and similarly for the y and z terms (m is the 
mass of an electron) the summation be- 
comes: 
n#k E3"t T..tt 
11  nka l  kn  _ E" 
E:'O E"O 
k Z: 'n  - -  Z : ' k  
R6 ~{cos  201+;s in  20,} . [10] 
In this expression the quantum number n has 
disappeared. For each value of E ,  there is the 
same (negative) contribution E". Physically 
this means that the state of excitation of the 
oscillator is not reflected in the value of the 
perturbation energy. Statistically this means 
that in the partition function Q = Z exp( -Ed  
kT) each contribution exp(-E,/kT) can be 
written as exp(-E"/kT) exp(E°/kT). There- 
fore: 
Q = exp - kT] Z exp~-~} [11] 
= exp( -  e"] ~-~]Qo, 
When this is introduced into Eq. [2] one finds 
(with e2/mo~ = a2) 
Fint = E" 
_ a2p 2 1 
R6 (2 COS 2 01 + ~ s in  2 01). [12] 
When the dipole is freely rotating, average 
values should be taken of cos 2 01 and sin 2 
01. These are 1/3 and 2/3, respectively (7). 
It can be seen that in this case Eq. [ 1 ] is ob- 
tained once more. The case in which the di- 
pole is not freely rotating is relevant o a 
molecular dipolar layer present on a solid 
surface, where all the dipoles point in the 
same direction. This situation involves cer- 
tain nonadditivity aspects. These are dis- 
cussed in Section 5. 
Of course it must be remembered that the 
atoms constituting the polar molecule, have 
polarizabilities themselves. The induction 
effect of two "frozen" dipoles becomes 
Fint = - ~-~ c~2~(2 cos 2 01 + ~ sin E 01) 
+ alp~(2 COS 2 02 -t- ~ s in  2 02) • [13] 
A temperature effect comes into play when 
the thermal movements of the "frozen" po- 
sitions lead to some degree of "thawing." In 
such a case a temperature rise leads to a 
change from cos 2 01,2 = 1 (maximum value) 
to cos 2 01,2 = 1/3 (minimum value). 
One of Debye's original ideas was to show 
that the intermolecular interaction was of a 
more general nature 1than suggested by Kee- 
sore's dipole-dipole interaction (10), which 
showed a temperature dependence} It is 
shown here that his result, obtained prior to 
the advent of wave mechanics and the for- 
mulation of quantum statistics, had wider 
implications than could be anticipated at the 
time. 
3. NONADDITIVITY 
We shall consider two groups of n atoms, 
and we shall take n = 1, n = 2, and n = 4, 
respectively. The case n = 1 (London (11)) 
serves as a useful introduction for the other 
two cases, n = 2 and n = 4. With regard to 
their position in space the atoms are either 
~P. Debye, private communication. Relatively few 
molecules have a dipole moment, whereas every atom 
(and molecule) has a nonzero polarizability a. A rela- 
tively large number of them have a nonzero quadrupole 
moment, z. Therefore Debye considered atoms (and 
molecules) characterized by nonzero values of a and 
z. Falkenhagen extended the theory to incorporate mol- 
ecules with nonzero ce and p. 
2 This statement is at variance with texts (7, 9) in 
which the fact is stressed that Debye's first publication 
precedes that of Keesom. In fact, the publication referred 
to (10), was a summary of earlier published results. 
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FIG. 1. Configurations of atoms. The distance between atoms in one chain is r, the distance between 
chains is R. 
placed on the same line, the direction of 
which is taken to be the z direction (Figs. 1 a 
and b) or they are placed in two parallel rows 
(each containing two or four atoms) in the 
x or y direction (Fig. l c). Intermediate ori- 
entations are discussed in Section 5. Com- 
parison of these two situations reveals aniso- 
tropic aspects of the nonadditivity. 
We are interested in the change of the in- 
teraction energy between the groups as a 
function of the distance R. This distance is 
considered large in comparison with the dis- 
tance r between neighboring atoms in one 
group. Let us again apply the harmonic os- 
cillator model for the atoms. For a single 
three-dimensional harmonic oscillator the 
Hamiltonian function is: 
p2 1 q2 
H° = ~m + 5 m~2 [14] 
where p is the momentum and q is the co- 
ordinate, m the oscillating mass (= the mass 
of an electron), and o~ the angular frequency. 
The kinetic energy is p2/2m and I/2 mJq  2 
is the potential energy. This is derived from 
a force f = -mw2q (Hooke's law) and mo~ 2
is the force constant. For p2 and q2 one  has: 
p2 = p2x +p~y +pz2 
and 
q2 = X 2 q_ y2 q_ Z2 [15] 
i.e., they can be separated in three compo- 
nents in space. This means that H ° can be 
written as a sum H ° + 0 0 Hy + H=. The energy 
eigenvalues ofa harmonic oscillator are given 
in Eq. [7]. We shall only use zero-point ener- 
gies here. For each three-dimensional har- 
monic oscillator the zero-point energy is: 
E °= 3/2h6o. , [16] 
The Case n = 1 
For two three-dimensional harmonic os- 
cillators the Hamiltonian function includes 
a perturbation term H' which, ignoring R -4 
and higher order terms, becomes: 
e 2 
H' = -~ (xlx2 + YlY2 - 2ZlZ2) [17] 
i.e., cross-products xix2 etc. of the two os- 
cillators 1 and 2 are introduced. London (11) 
removed these cross-products by means of 
the following linear transformation: 
1 1 
Xl = 7 21/2(Sl + S2); Yl = 7 21/2(tl + 12); 
1 1 
ZI = ~ 21/2(//1 if- 112) X2 = ~ 21/2(S1 -- S2); 
1 1 
y~ = ~ 21/2(q - t2); z2 = ~ 21/2(Ul -- US) 
[18] 
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and similarly for the momenta. The new 
momenta will be written as pl(s), p2(s), pl(t), 
p2(t), p~(u), and p2(u). The Hamiltonian func- 
tion Hx becomes: 
~m 1 mZ (yj2 + x~) = + + 
e 2 1 1 2 
+ ~ x,x2 = ~ (~(s) + pZ(s))+ ~ m~o 
× 1+ s2+ mo  2 l -  
The force constants have shifted and contain 
terms [1 + (a/R3)] and [l - (ol/R3)]. London 
defined new frequencies o~+ = w[ 1 _+ (a/ 
R3)] 1/2 and considered new zero point ener- 
gies with these new frequencies. For Hy and 
Hz the situation is similar. Comparison with 
Eq. [16] showed that there was a difference. 
This difference was interpreted as the inter- 
action energy Eint; London found: 
3hc~2o~ 
Eint = 4R 6 
Essentially the same procedure can be carried 
out fo rn=2andn=4.  
The Case n = 2 
The situation is schematized in Fig. l a. 
There are two pairs of oscillators, all the os- 
cillators being identical. Those of the first 
pair are oscillators 1 and 2, and those of the 
second pair are 3 and 4. With regard to the 
distance R 0 between oscillators i and j we 
have: 
RI2 = R34 = r, 
R13 = R23 = RI4 = R24 = R; R ~> r. [21] 
It is convenient to introduce parameters a, 
b, c: 
1 a o~ 
a=~m002 b=~- /  C=r3 .  
For Hx one has, given the positions hown 
in Fig. la, 
4 p21 4 
Hx = ~ ~m + a Z x 2 + 2b(x~x3 + X2X3 
i=1 i=1 
Jr XlX4 "~ X2X4) -~- 2c(xlxz + x3x4) [23] 
and similarly for Hy and Hz. (In the latter 
case + 2b and +2c must be replaced by -4b  
and -4e). 
Instead of the linear transformation, Eq. 
[18], this time the following (12) transfor- 
mation has the effect of removing the cross- 
products of the coordinates: 
s~ s2 s3 
2Xl 1 1 1 
2x2 1 1 - 1 
2X3 1 -- I 1 






This is a concise notation for 2x~ = sl + s2 
+ s3 + s4 and so on, and similarly for the 
momenta nd the y and z coordinates. Again 
[20] the force constants are shifted and so are the 
energies. The zero-point energy pertaining to 
Eq. [23] becomes: 
1 
Ex = ~ ho~[(1 + c + 2b) u2 
+( l+c-2b)  1/2+2(1-c )m] .  [25] 
Only the first two terms of Eq. [25] contain 
b and therefore R. The term 2(1 - c) t/2 will 
no longer be considered. We separate the fac- 
tor (1 + c), which the first two terms have 
in common, and expand the terms (I +_ b~ 
(1 + c)) 1/2 as 1 + 1/2b](1 + c) - 1/8b2/(1 
+ c) 2. This leads to an expression for that 
part of the interaction energy, which arises 
from Hx. This part is written as: 
hrOOg 2 
Ex - Ex(R = oo) = -4  4(1 + c)3 /2R 6 " [26] 
It is as if the frequency o~ were replaced by 
[22] o~(1 + c) ~/2 and the polarizability a = e2/rno~ 2 
by e2/mJ(1 + c). 
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The derivation of Ey and E~ follows in an 
analogous manner from Hy and Hz. 
The nonadditivity effect is produced by the x~2~/2 
presence of c. With a ~ 10 -24 cm 3 and r3 x22~/2 
>~ 10 -23 cm 3 one has: x32~/2 
X421/2 
O/ 
c = ~ ~< 0.1. [271 
It should be noted that the polarizability of 
the two coupled oscillators, a~, is only slightly 
affected by the coupling. When the electric 
field, which is used to measure the polariz- 
ability, is normal to the direction of the axis 
connecting the two oscillators of the pair con- 
sidered, we can use the shifted frequencies 
w+ = ¢o(1 + c) 1/2 and w_ = ¢o(1 - 6') 1/2. For 
a~ one has: 
C 2 
~ = - -  (w+ 2 + w -z) ~ 2a( l + c2). [28] 
m 
Thus the correction is of the order of 0.01, 
i.e., the polarizability is practically un- 
changed, whereas the nonadditivity effect 
may be considerable. 
The Case n = 4 
Prior to a calculation of the interaction 
energy between two chains we shall consider 
a single chain, with oscillators 1, 2, 3, and 
4. For Hx (we write here, for the single chain, 
Hx( l"  • • 4)): 
P~xi 4 
Hx( l ' ' '  4) = ~m + a £ x~ 
i=1 i=1 
+ 2C(XIX2 + X2X 3 + X3X4). [29] 
Only the interaction between nearest 
neighbors i cons idered.  3 Cross-products with 
the coordinates are removed by means of the 
following linear transformation: 
3A consideration of the interaction between next- 
nearest neighbors has only little effect upon the final 
result (12). 
SI $2 $3 $4 
sin 0 cos 0 cos 0 
cos 0 sin 0 -s in  0 
cos0 - s in0  - s in0  
sin 0 -cos  0 cos 0 
sin 0 
-cos  0 [30] 
cos 0 
-s in  0 
where the angle 0 is determined by 
tan 20 = 2 [31] 
i.e., cos 20 = ~/551/2 and sin 20 = ~/55112. When 
the transformations [30] and [24] are com- 
pared, it is seen that the transformation 
[24] corresponds to cos 20 = 0, i.e., cos 0 
= sin 0 = 1/22 m. Application of the transfor- 
mation, Eq. [301, to Eq. [29], (note that cos z 0 
+ sin 20 = 2 cos 7r/5 and so on), gives: 
4 
p~(s) 
Hx(1. • • 4) = 25 
i=~ 2m 
+ a 1 + 2c cos~- fl/. [32] 
i=l 
It is useful to define shifted frequencies wi: 
w 2=w2[ l+2c .cos51  i=  1 . . -4 .  [33] 
There are now four energy levels l/2hwi n the 
ground state. The polarizability of the chain 
4 
of coupled oscillators is e2/m ~ 0£/2. Again 
i=l 
the coupling has only a small effect upon the 
polarizability because E cos i7r/5 = 0 and 
E cos 2 i7r/5 = 3/2(i = 1. • • 4). Equation [32] 
is a special case of the solution, given by 
Coulson (13) for the Hamiltonian function 
of a chain ofn coupled oscillators. For a large 
value of n one ends up with a real energy 
band such as those dealt with in solids with 
a bandwidth determined by cos 7r/n ~ 1 and 
cos (n - l)Tr/n ~ -1 .  For n --- 4 one of course 
has only a rudimentary model of a solid. 
Let us now consider the Hamiltonian 
function of two chains of four oscillators 
each. 
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Now H~ can be written as: 
H~ = Hx( l "  • • 4) + Hx(5.  • • 8) + H"  [341 
where Hx( l ' . .4 )  is given by Eq. [29] (we 
are disregarding the transformation, Eq. [30], 
which led to Eq. [32]), and Hx(5" • • 8), the 
Hamiltonian function (x direction) of the 
second, coupled chain is 
8 8 
/ - /x (5 . . .  8) = Z + a Z 
j=5 j=5 
+ 2c(xsx6 + xrx7 + XTX8). [35] 
The perturbation term (x direction) H" be- 
comes: 
4 8 
H'= 2ab[• x;][Z xj]: [36] 
i=1 j=5 
Cross-products of the coordinates can again 
be removed by a linear transformation. This 
consists of four quadrants, each quadrant 
resembling Eq. [30]. However, there are now 
three angles: 0,/3, and 3,. The angle 0 is again 
given by Eq. [31], the angles /3 and 3, are 
functions of b/c. Apart from this difference 
(and a trivial factor 1/22 m) the upper left 
quadrant is the same as Eq. [30] and so are 
the upper right and the lower left quadrants. 
The terms in the lower right quadrant have 
signs which are opposite to those in the anal- 
ogous terms in the other quadrants. We write 









s~ $2 s3 $4 $5 $6 $7 s8 
sin/3 cos 0 cos/3 sin 0 
cos/5 sin 0 -s in/3 -cosO 
cos/3 -s in 0 -s in/3 cos 0 
sin/3 -cos 0 cos/5 -s in 0 
sin/5 cos 0 cos/3 sin 0 
cos/5 sinO -sin/3 -cosO 
cos/5 -s in 0 -sin/3 cosO 
sin/3 -cos 0 cos/3 -s in 0 
sin 3  ` cos 0 cos 3  ` sin 0 
cos 3, sin 0 -s in 3, -cosO 
cos 3, -s in 0 -s in 3, cos 0 
sin 3, -cosO cos 3, -s in 0 
-s in 3, -cos 0 -cos 3, -s in 0 
-cos 3, -s in  0 sin 3, cos 0 
-cos 3, sin 0 sin 3, -cos 0 




tan 2 /3=2+- - ;  tan 23 ,=2- - -  
C C 
one obtains for Hx: 
Hx= ~-~2-._ +a  l+2ccos  ~+~ + l+2ccos  ~+s82 
k=l 
+ a[ 1 + 2b(1 + sin 2/3) + c(cos 2 fl + sin 2/3)]s~ + a[ 1 + 2b(1 - sin 2/3) 
+ c(sin 2/3 - sin 2/3)]s~ + a[ 1 - 2b(1 + sin 23`) + c(cos 2 3  `+ sin 23`)1~ 
+ all  - 2b(1 - sin 23`) + c(sin 2 3' - sin 23`)]~. 
Only the last four terms in brackets contain 
b and therefore R. Consequently only those 
terms will be considered. Using Eq. [38] 
shifted frequencies will be introduced. These 
[38] 
[39l 
are denoted as o)~, ~o3, ws, and ~07. They per- 
tain to the coordinates s~, s3, ss, and $7, re- 
spectively. We have: 
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~02 = co211 + 2 + 2b 
+ (5c2 + 4bc W 4b2) 1/2] 
~o~ = ,o 2 l+~+2b 
- (~ c2 + 4bc + 462)'/21 
~ = ¢o2F 1 + c_ _ 2b 
t. c 
+ (5c2 - 4bc + 4b2) 1/2] 
~o~= ~o 2 1 + i - 2b 
- (~ c2 - 4bc + 4b2)'/2) . [40] 
The relevant zero point energy is: 
Ex = 1/2h(O~l + ~3 + o~5 + o~7). [41] 
After separating the factor (1 + c/2) which 
all the expressions in Eq. [40] have in com- 
mon and after the usual series expansion of 
Eq. [41 ] one has for that part of the energy 
of the interaction which arises when only H~ 
is considered: 
h ~ Ot 2 
E~-Ex(R=)=-16 . [  c\3/2 . [42] 
R° 
In order to obtain the complete xpression 
for Ei,t, it is necessary to use the complete 
expression H~ + Hy + Hz for the Hamilto- 
nian function. 
We add the subscript x to the symbol c of 
Eq. [42]. Doing likewise for the coupling pa- 
rameters in Hy and Hz, one obtains: 
= 3hc°a216 ( 1 , 3/21cx1 Ei,t -16 . - -~  1+2 
1 4 ~1 + ( 1 '3/2+ ( 1 ,3/ . [43] 
6 l+ icy  ) 61  +iCe] J 
When the two chains are placed in such a 
way that the z axis intersects all of the eight 
atoms one has: 
a a 2a 
cx=~;  Cy=r3, cz r3. [44] 
The attraction energy is increased by 10% or 
more, compared with pure addifivity. When 
the two chains are both placed parallel to the 
y axis, G becomes equal to -2air 3 and G is 
+o~/r 3. The attraction energy is less than the 
one based on pure additivity. As a general 
rule nonadditivity corrections are of the or- 
der of c, positive or negative, depending on 
the configurations ofthe coupled atoms and 
their relative position in space. 
When the chain length, i.e., when n, is in- 
creased the nonadditivity effect decreases. 
The reason for this is that the number of 
bonds in one chain is equal to n - 1, whereas 
the number of pairs of atoms belonging to 
different chains is equal to n z. The pairs pro- 
vide for the London-van der Waals inter- 
action, the bonds for the nonadditivity effect. 
When, instead of linear chains, two- or three- 
dimensional configurations are considered, 
the situation is different, depending on the 
particular type of configuration which is 
being investigated. On the whole the "devia- 
tions" from additivity are of the same order 
of magnitude as those which can be inferred 
from macroscopic theories (14) for the at- 
traction between condensed materials. How- 
ever, we must again stress that we have only 
considered four energy levels. In the mac- 
roscopic theories knowledge is required of 
the full spectrum of the dielectric onstant, 
i.e., of energy "bands." 
The nonadditivity aspect is represented as
a modification of the value of ¢0. The R de- 
pendence is left unchanged. 
4. THE ATTRACTION BETWEEN A CONE 
AND A FLAT PLATE (ASPERITIES) 
The expression for the attraction energy 
of two parallel fiat plates, one of infinite di- 
mensions, the other having a finite surface 
area, is of course well known. Asperities may 
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FIG. 2. (a) A cone, placed on a fiat plate, opposite to a fiat plate of  infinite surface area and infinite 
thickness. (b) The attractive nergy V¢_p~ between a cone and a flat plate (Eq. [48]) versus 1/f. (c) The 
ratio Vc-pl/Vt-pl versus 1If (Eq. [51]). V~_pj is the attractive nergy of  a thin film containing the same 
amount  of  the same material as the cone and a plate. (d) The ratio of  V¢_p](2f)/Vc_pl(lf). Vc_pl(2f) is the 
attractive nergy between a cone, altitude 2J, and an infinitely large plate; Vc_o] is the attractive nergy 
between a cone, altitude l f ,  and the same plate. Both cones have the same amount  of  the same material. 
be present on these plates and their presence 
may affect the attraction energy. We shall 
consider a single asperity and assume it has 
the shape of a cone. The situation is repre- 
sented in Fig. 2a. A simple integration pro- 
cedure leads us to an expression for the at- 
traction between a fiat plate and (a fiat plate 
with) a cone. This procedure is as follows. 
The attraction energy of a volume element 
dv~, containing q~ atoms per unit volume, 
and a fiat plate (density q2 atoms per unit 
volume), and of infinite dimensions i , start- 
ing with an atom-atom attraction energy of 
-X I2R-6 :  
7r 1 
V = - -~ X'12qtq2dvt'-fi [45] 
where s is the distance between the volume 
element and the plate and where nonaddi- 
tivity effects have modified the constant X~2 
to X'~2. The new constant, X'~2, has a value 
that includes anonadditivity correction. This 
correction varies between - 10 and + 10% 
(see previous ection). For dvl a thin section, 
thickness dfl, will be selected inside the cone. 
The distance of this section from the thick 
plate is s -- b + f~ and accordingly its surface 
area is ~r tan: ~. f~. Thus 
dr1 = ~r tan 2 d~. f2. dr1. [46] 
The attraction energy between the cone and 
the fiat plate Vc-pl is found by a simple in- 
tegration: 
fo s y df ,Vc_pl ~-- - ~ h~12qlq2 tan 2 ~b (/~+~T)3 [47]  
f 1 ] 
b + f 2 (b-+ f)i [48] 
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where we have also introduced the Hamaker 
constant A = 7r2qlq2~k'12 . The base area  Atone 
and the volume V~on~ are: 
Aeone = ~f2  tan  2 q~ 
Vco,e = 3 f3 tan 2 4. [49] 
Let us consider two distributions of the 
asperities. First we have one cone with a ver- 
tical angle ~.  Second we have N cones with 
vertical angle ¢2 and a total volume that is 
equal to that of the first, single cone. When 
the altitude f remains the same we have: 
Ntan 2 ~2 = tan 2 q~l. [50] 
In spite of the distribution change, the at- 
traction energy Vc-pi remains unaltered. A 
curve of Vc_pl versus 1If is given in Fig. 2b. 
In a third case we assume that the asperities 
are smeared out in such a way that we have 
a thin film with thickness Af 4 and conse- 
quently a surface area of VcondAf. The at- 
traction energy between this film and a plate 
of infinite dimensions, placed at a distance 
l(=b + f) is proportional to 1-3. Denoting 
this attraction energy as V~_pl, the ratio be- 
tween this energy and Vc_pl becomes 
gc-pl/Vt-pl 
=3(~)3[ - ln (1 -~)  'l 21~]12/. [51] 
This ratio, given as a function of 1/f, is pre- 
sented in Fig. 2c. For l / f  >> 1 it approaches 
1 as it should. 
A curve representing the case in which the 
altitude f is made twice the original value 
(at constant V~on~) isgiven in Fig. 2d. On the 
whole one may state that the role of asperities 
or other irregularities on a flat surface begins 
to become appreciable when their linear di- 
mensions are of the order of 0.1-0.2 of the 
interplate distance. 
4 It is assumed that Af ,~ 1. 
5. NONADDITIVITY AND ADHESION 
We return to Eq. [45] and, more partic- 
ularly, to the parameter k'~2 in that equation. 
In this parameter nonadditivity aspects are 
reflected and in this section we shall consider 
these aspects in connection with adhesion 
problems. We thereby specify the two cases 
of Sections 2 and 3. 
The attraction between an atom and a 
dipole, a distance R away, is expressed by Eq. 
[12] or more completely, by Eq. [13]. The 
attraction between an atom and a large num- 
ber of dipoles, placed in the x-y plane and 
oriented in the same direction at all times, 
is zero. In order to see this, the original ap- 
proach by Debye is useful. Debye used the 
equation E = -l/23F 2, in which E is the en- 
ergy arising from the polarization of an atom 
(polarizability a) by an electric field with field 
strength F. In Debye's case the electric field 
was provided by a quadrupole and E was the 
energy of attraction. However, the field cre- 
ated by a layer of dipoles, all having the same 
orientation at all times, is zero 5 and conse- 
quently there is no interaction with the atom 
considered. The dipoles act here as a collec- 
tion of strongly coupled entities. When this 
coupling would have been absent, i.e., when 
the dipoles would have been freely rotating, 
although remaining in the x-y plane, one 
would have had complete additivity and the 
attraction would have resulted in the follow- 
ing expression for the energy dV: 
dV= -- l/2"tl'~. 12N ~4 [52] 
in which k12 = ap, and N is the number of 
dipoles per unit area. The distance between 
the atom and the x-y plane is s. Simple in- 
tegration leads (after the introduction of q, 
the number of dipole molecules per unit vol- 
ume) to an equation, which is essentially Eq. 
[45] and which represents he attraction be- 
5 This is not entirely true when the surface is not en- 
tirely fiat such as considered in the previous ection, and 
the dipole layer follows the contours of the rough surface. 
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tween an atom and a flat plate of infinite 
thickness and infinite area. 
In an intermediate case, when the coupling 
is loosened and the dipoles are slightly mis- 
oriented with respect to one another by ther- 
mal movements, one may derive the follow- 
ing equation: 
N! dV = - 1/27rX12 sin 2 a s4. [53] 
Here a is the angle between the direction of 
a dipole, and the direction, which that dipole 
would have had at 0°K. In order to obtain 
Eq. [53] it is assumed that one has Ndipoles 
per unit, area with a moment p sin a freely 
rotating in the x-y  plane. For ~ a one may 
write 
kT  
sin 2 a = 2 - -  [54] 
W 
in which W is the energy of restoration to a 
parallel position (the position all the dipoles 
would have at 0°K). It is assumed here that 
W,> kT. 
The parameter ~'~2 is defined here as 
~r12 ~- )k12 sin 2 oz. [55] 
Coupling here leads to a decrease of the at- 
traction. When the angle between that of the 
preferential orientation of the dipoles and the 
z direction is ~ (and not zero), a multipli- 
cation term (1 + 1/2 sin 2 fl + (37r/16) sin 2/3) 
should be inserted at the right-hand side of 
Eq. [55]. For a rough surface the angle fl may 
vary in an irregular way. Usually the contri- 
bution to the total energy of attraction be- 
tween two macroscopic bodies, which is as- 
cribable to librating dipoles, can be neglected. 
Concerning the interaction between two 
chains of coupled oscillators, the final result 
of the coupling is given in Eq. [43]. Writing 
this equation as  Eint = -16X'lz R -6 one has 
after expanding Eq. [43] in terms of the cou- 
pling parameters Cx, cy, and G and retaining 
only the first terms of the expansion: 
X'~2 = X12{1 - 3/*(cx + cy + 4G)} [561 
in which ~kt2 ----- 3/4hWOt 2. 
The values of cx, Cy, and Cz depend on the 
position in space of the chains. In our cal- 
culation in Section 3 two positions were cho- 
sen, as illustrated in Figs. 2a and b. In those 
cases the Hamiltonian function H could be 
written as a sum (Hx + Hy + H~) and terms 
containing products xy, yz, and yz were ab- 
sent. This is no longer the case when the two 
chains assume arbitrary positions in space. 
No simple cartesian coordinate system can 
then be found where the directions of the 
lines connecting the neighboring, coupled, 
oscillators in the two chains can be made to 
coincide with the x, y, and z directions. In 
that case an equation given by Margenau and 
Kestner (9) (their Eq. [9], page 19) must be 
used. This equation, adapted to our problem, 
is: 
e2 n 2n 
H' = -~ E Z (xixj + YiYj - 2zizj) 
i=1 j=n+l  
+ ~ rj. rj+l - ( r j . r ) ( r j+ l . r )  
j=n+l  
where the coordinate system has its z axis 
along the line connecting the two chains (n 
oscillators each) and where, r, and the sub- 
scripts i and j have the same meaning as in 
Section 3. 
We shall consider the case in which the 
lines connecting the coupled oscillators are 
no longer parallel to the z axis (Figs. 1 a and 
b) but make an angle B with it. Both chains 
are assumed to remain in the y-z  Nane. In 
doing so, we have a problem that can be 
solved by applying the same transformations 
(Eq. [241 for n = 2 and Eq. [37] for n = 4) 
as those used in Section 3. After these trans- 
formations have been introduced the prob- 
lem reduces in fact to the one solved by Lon- 
don in 1930. 
The final result (for n = 2 and n = 4) is 
then obtained when cy is written as ar-3(1 
- 3 sin 2 r) and cz as ar-a(l - 3 cos 2 /~), 
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whereas cx = ot r  -3  remains unchanged. Thus, 
for n = 4, Eq. [56] becomes: 
{ 9a(  3 )} 
X'~2=X12 1+~3 1-~s in  2/3 . [58] 
For other, less symmetrical, positions in 
space of the chains the problem is more com- 
plicated but their solution does not provide 
more insight than can be inferred from this 
equation. In a nonsymmetric case the term 
with  s in 2 fl must be separated into terms with 
lh(sin 2/31 + sin 2/32) which are then the lead- 
ing terms. For a rough surface, when the ori- 
entation of the chain molecules depend on 
the contours of the surface, effects of varying 
131 and t2 may be 10% in either direction. 
Equation [58] shows that in problems con- 
cerning the adhesion between macroscopic 
bodies it is important o know the shape of 
the molecules constituting these macroscopic 
bodies, their orientation in space, and the 
values of coupling parameters. Taking ar -3 
- 0.05 we see that )ktl2 can be varied between 
0.9 )k12 and 1.2 X12 depending on the orien- 
tation of the oblong molecules. Roughly 
speaking, for nonspherical molecules consti- 
tuting a macroscopic particle, one may ex- 
pect nonadditivity effects varying between 
-10 and +10%. 
6. HISTORY 
It is not well known that Newton (15) was 
one of the first people to envisage an attrac- 
tion law between small particles according 
to the following equation6: 
# 
f = Rn n > 4 [59] 
in which f is the force, u a constant, R the 
distance, and n an integer. The case n = 2 
of course corresponds togravitation. Newton 
calculated the force between a small particle 
and a large flat plate. He reached the follow- 
ing conclusion (in Motte's translation as re- 
vised by Cajori (15)): 
6 There should not be confusion between the symbol 
"n" used by Newton, and its use in Section 3. 
Corollary III: "And hence if any finite 
body, plane on one side, attract a corpuscle 
situated over against the middle of that plane, 
and the distance between the corpuscle and 
the plane compared with the dimensions of 
the attracting body be extremely small; and 
the attracting body consist of homogeneous 
particles, whose attractive forces decrease in 
the ratio of any power of the distances greater 
than the fourth; the attractive force of the 
whole body will decrease very nearly in the 
ratio of a power whose side is that very small 
distance, and the index less by 3 than the 
index of the former power. This assertion 
does not hold good, however, of a body con- 
sisting of particles whose attractive forces 
decrease in the ratio of the third power of the 
distances; because, in that case, the attraction 
of the remoter of the infinite body in the sec- 
ond Corollary is always infinitely greater than 
the attraction of the nearer part." Corollary 
II reads: "If the more distant part of the solid 
be rejected, because its attraction compared 
with the attraction of the nearer part is in- 
considerable, the attraction of that nearer 
part will, as the distance increases, decrease 
nearly in the ratio of the power CG n-3 (16)." 
Here "'CG" refers to an illustration in the 
book. It is identical to "s" in Eq. [45]. In the 
London-van der Waals case n --- 7 (we have 
considered energies instead of forces). For n 
= 3 one arrives at a logarithmic expression 
and the integral of the contribution arising 
from the pairwise attraction between the par- 
ticles constituting the large solid plate and 
the single particle placed at a distance CG or 
s is divergent when the volume of the body 
is increased infinitely. 
More detailed results are given in the 
"Mathematical Papers" (17). The comment 
by the editor to the effect hat a law, as re- 
produced here in Eq. [59], is "physically 
unrewarding" gives us an indication of why 
Newton's work in this field was gradually 
forgotten during the eighteenth and nine- 
teenth centuries. Although the work of 
Hawksbee was mentioned in the "Opticks" 
(18) (Hawksbee observed and discussed cap- 
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illary phenomena (19)) there seems to be no 
evidence of an application in the early eigh- 
teenth century by Newton, Hawksbee, or 
others of an R -n law to capillary or related 
phenomena. 
The R -" law was mentioned in ency- 
clopedic works (20), but the difficulties as- 
sociated with its application to then current 
experimental knowledge were stressed. La- 
place (21) used a step function instead of a 
gradually decreasing force with increasing 
distance, such as expressed in Eq. [59], and 
so did van der Waals (22). 
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